Search Team Update September 19th , 2021

Discussion/Agenda Items:
1. Opened in prayer
2. Member mentioned that a new person applied to the position directly
3. We went through the assigned reviews from the past week
4. We summarized where we are with the top ranking candidates
5. If others apply, we'll take a closer look at them
6. The team also needs to look at a new candidate XXXXXXXX (Member will send out the
info to everyone)
7. We are at a point with several candidates to call them and let them know there is
interest and that we're still reviewing their info
8. As we prepare for a teleconference call with high potential candidates, the team needs
to start preparing questions that they'd like to ask the candidates.
9. Tracie will give an update in the 9/26 church service
10. We discussed what prayer requests we have as a team:
a. That the Lord gives us wisdom as we dig deeper on these final candidates
b. Choosing the right questions for potential candidates
c. That God will be working in potential candidates' hearts
11. We reviewed the time tracking for the weeks
12. Closed in prayer
Actions:
1. Everyone - Do further research on specific candidates
2. Tracie - Send out the info to the team for the latest applicant(s)
3. Member - Call specific candidates and let them know that we have an interest in
looking at them for possible pastor candidate
4. Everyone - Think about what your questions are to ask on the teleconference with
selected candidates. Come to the next meeting with those questions prepared
5. Tracie - connect with Kevin to ensure he's got someone on the agenda for the 9/26
worship service to give an update on the Search Team's process
6. Bill - Send office the meeting updates for August/September so they can be updated
on the website
7. Everyone - Continue praying. Prayer requests for the week include:
a. That the Lord gives us wisdom as we dig deeper on these final candidates
b. Choosing the right questions for potential candidates
c. That God will be working in potential candidates' hearts

